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ENVIRONMENTAL DYNAMICS 

6 Gourlay Street, West Hobart, Tasmania 7000.    Tel (03) 6231 0500 

ABN 78 680 886 343 

  11 October 2017 

Tassal Group Limited 

Narrows Road 

Dover,  TAS 7177 

 

Attn:  Jessica Widdison 

 

 

Dear Jessica, 

 

Re: Updated visual impact assessment of proposed West of Wedge leases 

 

As requested, I have considered how the changes to the fish pen and barge infrastructure of the proposed 

leases will modify the visual impact assessment report issued in August 2016. 

Present landscapes 

The 2016 visual impact assessment work identified three landscape regions associated with the proposed 

marine farms, and assessed their value using established criteria.  (Landscape here means landscape and 

seascape)  This component of the visual impact study is not affected by the nature of the proposed new land. 

The southern landscape is due east of the proposed leases, with Wedge Island the dominant feature in views 

across Storm Bay.  The Wedge Bay landscape has stronger association with the colonial history of the region 

than the other two landscapes, and contains more human-related features.  White Beach is a strong local 

visual feature. The northern landscape from Badger Cove through to Roaring Beach has coastal features such 

as cliffs that are of high landscape value, with views of Storm Bay that are also high quality. 

Overall, the southern and Wedge Bay landscape values have been assessed as ordinary, while the northern 

landscape value has been assessed as high. 

Visual profile of the proposed leases 

The principal characteristics of the leases are not changed.  There are four leases, each with a 500 m north-

south x 900 m east-west footprint (45 ha), and the leases are contained in a marine farm zone, which has no 

physical presence apart from the leases.  Each of the four proposed leases will have 16 pen bays. 

There are two new changes to the lease infrastructure.  First the fish pens will be slightly larger than the ones 

assumed by the earlier studies, and they will have 3 m high anti-predator nets.  Second, the feed barges will 

be a little different than the barges assumed by the earlier studies. Tassal is now considering feed barges 

about 36-40m long, similar in length to the Sheppards barge in North West Bay, and no higher than the 

current companion barges. 

…/2 
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The 2016 photomontages clearly showed that the proposed West of Wedge marine farms will introduce only 

a minor additional visual feature to the existing landscape.  The changes to the visual profile of the leases, 

outlined above, will not alter this fact.  The marine farms are a long way offshore, well over 4 km for most 

observers.  Individual components of the lease infrastructure cannot be resolved by the naked eye at this 

distance, especially since observers on the shore do not have viewing locations that afford elevated lines of 

sight to the leases.  In addition, the leases are set against a background of distant land, and tend to blend in to 

these more distant components of the landscape. 

Landscape impact assessment 

Landscape impact assessment considers the sensitivity of the landscape to changes, and the scale of the 

proposed changes, which leads to a landscape impact classification. The assessment is independent of 

whether or not there are observers.  The southern and Wedge Bay landscape sensitivity factors have been 

assessed as moderate, while the northern landscape sensitivity factors is assessed as high.  The scale of 

impact for the three landscapes has been assessed as negligible to moderate.  The southern and Wedge Bay 

landscape impact classifications have been assessed as minor adverse, while the northern landscape impact 

classification is assessed as neutral, because the proposed northern leases are at the horizon for an observer at 

low elevation, and the southern leases are over the horizon. 

The scale of the proposed changes has now been changed by the revisions to the lease infrastructure, namely 

different fish pens, and different feed barges.  But, as discussed above, these revisions do not change the 

assessment of the scale of impact for the three landscapes as negligible to moderate, so the landscape impact 

assessment is also unchanged. 

Visual impact on people 

The visual impact of the proposed marine leases on people was assessed by considering the sensitivity of 

observers to changes in available views of the landscape, and the scale of the visual impact, again using 

established criteria.  The assessed was aided by high resolution photomontages of views from various coastal 

locations, with a digital terrain model used to ensure correct placement of pens in each image. 

I have updated the digital model to take into account the changes to the proposed lease infrastructure. As 

shown in Figure 1, I have modelled the 168 m circumference fish pens as 3 m high discs, and the revised 

barge design is based on the profile of a Wombat vessel, which Tassal expects to convert to a feed barge.  

The Wombat is about 38 m long, 10 m wide, and its wheelhouse is nominally 5 m high, depending how 

much load the barge is carrying. 

Figure 2 shows the four leases within the digital terrain model.  The 16 pens and a feed barge still easily fit 

within a lease.  There will be two rows of pens, aligned east-west, but at present their exact arrangement has 

not been finalised, and a herringbone pattern is possible instead of the arrangement shown in Figure 2. 
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The feed barge is expected to be moored in the north-middle part of the lease, with its bow facing south 

towards the open ocean.  At present each feed barge is expected to be located on its lease as shown in Figure 

2, but it may nudge a little south to a position within the two rows of fish pens. 

 

Figure 1. Top: A Wombat vessel, expected to be converted to be one of the feed barges. 

 Middle: A 168 m circumference fish pen, with 3 m high anti-predator nets. 

 Bottom: Model representation of the feed barge and a fish pen. 
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Figure 2. Top.  View of a Wombat-type feed barge and the nearest 8 pens, looking SW. 

 Middle.  Look-down view of 16 fish pens and a feed barge within a lease. 

 Bottom.  Look-down view of the four leases in the digital terrain model. 
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Figure 3 shows the updated digital model applied to a Google Earth view looking west over Wedge Island 

towards the four proposed leases, from a location 200 m above the shore east of the leases. 

Figure 3. Application of the updated digital terrain model, showing its use to locate the leases 

exactly within a given view. 

The visual impact assessment report, issued in August 2016, shows photomontages of views to the proposed 

leases available to shore-based observers, and I have used the digital model to determine that the changes in 

lease infrastructure will not result in noticeable changes to these photomontages, and certainly not at the 

resolution presented in the report. 

Importantly, the proposed leases are a long way from the nearest shore based observers, and the available 

views are all low-level, not the elevated Google Earth view shown in Figure 3.  The changes to the fish pens 

and feed vessels will barely be noticeable in new photomontages, so the conclusions of the visual impact 

assessment exercise will not change.  The conclusions reached by the 2016 study are as follows. 

For residents in the southern and Wedge Bay regions, the view across Storm Bay is part of their lives.  They 

are used to the aquaculture usages in the area, and many observers will pay little attention to a new and 

distant visual feature.  However, some observers may react more strongly to the new visual feature, 

particularly residents in the southern region for whom the view to the east currently consists largely of 

natural scenery.  To be conservative, a sensitivity classification of medium to high is considered appropriate 

for southern region observers, and medium is appropriate for Wedge Bay region observers. 
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Observers in the northern landscape region are visitors to the area, and the views along the coast are of 

primary importance, so their sensitivity classification is low to medium. 

The scale of impact considers only available views, and photomontages clearly show that a low impact 

classification is appropriate for all the major observer groups.  The southern landscape region has only a few 

residences, and there will only be minor changes in the available views in the White Beach Road.  The 

distance to the leases leads the Wedge Bay and northern landscape region to have low impact classifications. 

These sensitivity and scale of impact assessments lead to overall observer impact classifications of low to 

medium for observers in the southern region, low for observers in the Wedge Bay region, and a classification 

of negligible to low for observers in the northern landscape region. 

Minor observer groups include people visiting Wedge Island, mariners passing the proposed leases, and 

bushwalkers using tracks on the coast south of Wedge Island. Their sensitivity may vary from low to high, 

but the scale of impact will be low, so the observer impact factors for minor observer groups will vary from 

negligible to medium. 

 

In closing, the marine farms are only minor additions to the views in the high resolution photographs used 

for the photomontages.  The changes to the lease infrastructure that was considered by the August 2016 study 

are minor and not discernible at the level of resolution provided by the photomontages presented in the study 

report.  However, should updated photomontages in the form of large posters be needed for community 

consultation work, then they can be produced. 

 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Dr Steve Carter, FIEAust, CPEng 

Environmental Engineer 
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Release notes. 

 

This document replaces the report issued on 8 July 2016. 

 

Tassal now proposes to locate the four proposed leases 400 m north of the location assumed by the 

original visual impact assessment study.  The change in the proposed lease locations has not changed 

the distances to the nearest residences, due east of the leases, but lines of sight to the proposed leases 

are not blocked quite as much as before by Wedge Island. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Tassal Operations Pty Ltd (“Tassal”) farms Atlantic Salmon on its Marine Farming Leases 190, 193 

and 194 at Creeses Mistake and Badger Cove, about 2 km west of Nubeena on the Tasman Peninsula.  

Tassal has operated these leases for over 20 years, served by a shore base at Badger Cove, and now 

proposes to establish a new offshore marine farming zone with four leases, west of Wedge Island, 

about 7 km from the shore base. 

The way Tasmanian marine farms are regulated is under review by the State Government, but Tassal’s 

marine farming operations are currently regulated by the State Government’s Department of Primary 

Industries, Parks, Water & Environment (DPIPWE), specifically the Marine Farming Branch of 

DPIPWE.  The Marine Farming Branch has advised Tassal that a visual impact assessment is needed 

to support the approvals process for the proposed marine farming zone, and in May 2016 Tassal 

engaged Dr Steve Carter of Environmental Dynamics to carry out the required study. 

A visual impact study methodology appropriate for marine leases was developed several years ago by 

Dr Carter and Tassal, and has been applied to a number of previous marine leases. 

 Section 2 of this report describes the proposed lease. 

 Section 3 sets out the study methodology, and discusses the nature of visual impact of objects in 

a land and seascape setting. 

 Section 4 presents photomontages of the expected views for various observers, and applies 

visual impact assessment criteria to the proposed marine farming zone. 

 Section 5 sets out the study conclusions. 
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2.0 THE PROPOSED MARINE FARMING ZONE 

Figures 2.1 to 2.3 show the location of the four marine leases in the proposed marine farming zone, 

west of Wedge Island in Storm Bay, together with the surrounding area.  Each lease has a 500 m 

north-south x 900 m east-west footprint (45 ha), and the leases are contained in a 2.4 km north-south x 

3.6 km east west (864 ha) marine farm zone, the footprint of which has no physical presence apart 

from the leases.  Each of the four proposed leases will have 16 pen bays. 

 

Figure 2.1 Map of the four proposed marine farming leases, west of Wedge Island in Storm 

Bay.  The coastal areas marked in gold have residences with at least some line of 

sight to the leases.  Coastal areas marked in green do not have low-level line of 

sight to the leases.  There are no residences west of the shore base, or south of the 

isolated residences that overlook Wedge Island. 
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Figure 2.2 Contour plot (top) and surface plot looking NE (bottom) produced from digital terrain 

data, showing the location of the proposed marine leases and the nearest land to the west 

and north.  Wedge Island rises to 96 m above sea level and is a strong visual feature. 
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Figure 2.3 Top. Google Earth view of the proposed marine farm and the surrounding area, 

looking NW from the Tasman Peninsula. 

 

Bottom.  View of Creases Mistake lease looking west from Apex Point, at an 

elevation of 40 m. 
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Considering Figure 2.1, there are no residences on the coast south of Wedge Island.  The zone marked 

by the southern most gold strip does not have full line of sight to the proposed leases because of the 

island.  Moving north, there are only a few isolated residences on the coast east of Wedge Island, and 

Wedge Island completely blocks the line of sight to the proposed leases for residences in the zone 

marked by the green strip. 

Continuing to move north, the zone marked by the next gold strip does not have full line of sight to 

the proposed leases because of the island.  At present there are only a few residences in this zone, at 

the south end of White Beach Road, but a small sub-division is planned at the location shown in 

Figure 2.1. 

Moving east along White Beach Road, the headland blocks line of sight to the proposed leases for 

residences in the zone marked by the green strip.  Residences on the coast in the north part of Wedge 

Bay, from the north part of White Beach through to Apex Point, in the zone marked by the gold strip, 

do not have full line of sight to the proposed leases because of Wedge Island and the headland. 

There are no residences on the coast west of the Tassal shore base at Badgers Cove.  However, the 

Roaring Beach Conservation area is a popular destination for tourists and others, especially surfers, 

and it has direct line of sight to the proposed leases to the SSW.  The distance to the north edge of the 

two northern leases is 6 km. 

Figure 2.2 shows the digital terrain model developed to assist this study.  Wedge Island rises to a peak 

of 96 m, and is a strong visual feature for anyone on the coast looking out to sea in the direction of the 

proposed leases. 

Figure 2.3 (top) shows that many residences who will have at least some line of sight to the proposed 

leases can already see the fish pens on the Creeses Mistake lease, which is closer than the proposed 

leases.  Figure 2.3 (bottom) shows a photo of the Creeses Mistake lease taken from Apex Point at an 

elevation of about 40 m, and also showing that views out across Storm Bay are not open ocean views.  

North Bruny Island lies due west of Wedge Island, with South Bruny Island to the SW, and the coast 

of the mainland south of Hobart is to the NE.  This is important, because Figure 2.2 shows that most 

coastal observers will be at a lower elevation than the location at which the photo of Creeses Mistake 

lease was taken.  For all these observers at low elevations, the proposed leases will appear set against 

a backdrop of the distant land, which makes them difficult to see, a point discussed in more detail in 

the next section.  The main exceptions will be observers in the vicinity of Roaring Beach, who have an 

open ocean view of the proposed leases; and visitors to Wedge Island, who will have a look-down 

view of the proposed leases if they climb to the higher parts of the island. 
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3.0 THE NATURE OF LANDSCAPES AND SEASCAPES 

The visual impact of a marine farming lease involves both landscapes and seascapes, and the visual 

impact of an object in a seascape setting is different to an object in a landscape setting.  The term 

landscape refers to the appearance of the land, but it is important that the physical characteristics of 

the land are set in the context of its cultural characteristics, which help to define a sense of place.  In 

general, describing a landscape thus requires consideration of topography, land use and management, 

ecology, and historical and cultural associations. 

The concept of seascape is a natural extension of the concept of landscape, and seascapes are an 

important element in Tasmania’s sense of identity and culture.  The Tasmanian coast is a region of 

diversity and interest, often associated with the greatest visual impact of a development.  Seascapes 

encompass views from land to sea, views from sea to land, and views along the coastline.  Seascape 

characterisation is best considered in terms of “units” of distinct, recognisable and common character.  

Regional units are defined by headlands, islands, and other distinctive features.  Local units of the 

coastal zone, such as beaches or creeks, can also be important. 

Seascape assessment has several aspects that are different to a landscape assessment.  These aspects 

are discussed by the guideline documents noted in the next section, and references therein, but the key 

points that relate to this study are as follows: 

 The land–sea interface forms a horizontal line, and an observer’s eye scans across this line in 

the absence of a focus.  An object that breaks this line, or which is noticeable in the more 

variable land–sky interface, becomes a focus point, but fish pens are so low lying that a marine 

lease does not usually constitute an attention-grabbing break in the coastal profile. 

 The visibility of feed barges and fish pens depends on the sea state, position of the sun, light 

levels, and clarity of the atmosphere, all of which are highly variable. Barges and fish pens are 

required to be grey or black, and are nearly invisible at distances over about 1 km in conditions 

of choppy sea, cloudy skies, and rain.  But they can be visible at greater distances in conditions 

of calm water and on a sunny day with the sun above or behind an observer, especially from 

elevated locations.  In such conditions, the fish pens appear as dark objects against the lighter 

colour of the sea, and their outlines are not obscured by waves. 

 Views from the land to the sea, and from the sea to the land, often offer completely different 

perceptions of the same general area.  Sea based views have a different sense of perspective to 

shore based views.  From the sea, the shore appears flattened without perspective or depth, 

because the horizontal base formed by the sea makes it very difficult to discern indentations in 

the coast, hence the many stories of boats being unable to locate a harbour entrance. 
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Visibility of objects at sea under perfect conditions 

The horizon appears much the same no matter whether an observer is standing on a beach or standing 

at the top of a cliff, and is always perceived as distant.  The distance, D (km), to the horizon depends 

on the square root of the observer’s height above sea level, H (m), and is approximately given by: 

 D (km)  3.87 [H (m)]
½ 

H  3 m for someone on a beach, or in a small boat, and on a clear day the horizon seen by this person 

is about 6 to 7 km distant. For an observer about 30 m above sea level, the horizon lies at a distance of 

about 20-25 km. The distance to the horizon is essentially the maximum distance at which a marine 

lease can be seen, since it is such a low lying visual object: a Tassal fish pen has an effective height of 

about 1.5 m.  The perimeter of a pen is about 0.5 m high, and most of the pen is less than 1.5 m high, 

although the central part of the pen is about 4 m high. 

Resolution of objects under perfect conditions 

Resolution has several effects on visibility.  First, an observer may be able to see a distant object, but 

not what it is, because the eye is unable to resolve its details.  The human eye’s central field of vision 

has a resolution of about 1 (i.e. 1 arcminute, or 1/60th of a degree), so an observer can distinguish 

features of an object at distance R (km) that are larger than L (cm) ≈ 29 R (km).  For example, an 

observer on the coast nearest to the proposed marine farming zone can distinguish features larger than 

1.2 m and 1.7 m for objects at the eastern boundaries of the eastern and western leases respectively, 

which are about R ≈ 4 km and R ≈ 6 km from the coast. 

A second effect of resolution is that an observer may not be able to pick out a small object from its 

surroundings.  In particular, a marine farming lease becomes very difficult to see at distances beyond 

about 2 km, especially if there is land in the background rather than open water. 

A third aspect of resolution is that the human eye has good resolution (about 1 arcminute) only in its 

central field of view, and people’s ability to notice objects falls off sharply if the objects are in their 

peripheral vision. Human vision spans about 125° horizontally, but the central field of view spans 

only about 40-60°. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates these points, showing what two existing marine leases look like when seen by an 

observer at low elevation, at distances of 3 to 4 km.  One lease has land in the near background and 

the other has land in the distant background.  The observer can barely see either lease, and the lease 

with land in the near background is especially hard to see, except with the aid of binoculars.  The 

observer is not able to resolve details of either lease. 
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Figure 3.1 View of an observer on the shoreline of two existing marine leases.  The leases are 

barely visible to the naked eye, but can be seen by enlarging the relevant parts of 

the high-resolution photograph.  The Butlers Point lease is just under 4 km from 

the observer, and the Partridge lease is about 3.5 km from the observer. 
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4.0 IMPACT ON LANDSCAPES AND OBSERVERS 

4.1 Assessment Guidelines and Criteria 

Tasmania does not have formal guidelines for assessing the visual impact of a proposed project, but 

the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2nd ed. (Landscape Institute and Institute 

of Environmental Management & Assessment, 2002) are often followed. 

Considering the impact of the proposed leases on the local seascape, a good methodology is the Guide 

to Best Practice in Seascape Assessment (Countryside Council for Wales, Brady Shipman Martin, and 

University College Dublin, Marine Ireland / Wales INTRERREG Report No. 5, 2001). 

From here on, “landscape” is used to mean “landscape and seascape”. 

This visual impact study follows a standard methodology.  Section 4.2 assesses the impact of the 

proposed lease on the local landscapes, without considering whether or not an observer is present, in 

order to quantify its potential visual impact. Section 4.3 presents photomontages to show what the 

proposed leases will look like when seen from various location.  Section assesses the visual impact of 

the proposed lease on observer groups, such as residents and bushwalkers. 

The appendix sets out tables of criteria used to assess the impact of proposed facilities on the local 

landscape and on observers, as follows. 

 Table A-1  Landscape value criteria. 

 Table A-2  Landscape sensitivity criteria. 

 Table A-3  Scale of landscape impact criteria. 

 Table A-4  Landscape impact criteria. 

 Table A-5  Observer sensitivity criteria. 

 Table A-6  Scale of observer impact criteria. 

 Table A-7  Observer impact criteria. 

The proposed leases will not operate pen lights, so they will have no night-time visual impact, apart 

from the occasional use of light by a night watch vessel, and the standard lights used to warn mariners 

of the presence of a marine lease. 

4.2 Present Landscapes 

The Tasman Peninsula is named after Dutch explorer Abel Tasman.  The Pydairrerme people were the 

inhabitants of this area preceding European settlement, and the present day Aboriginal community in 

Tasmania continues to have an association with the area, for example visiting Wedge Island in the 

mutton bird season. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netherlands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abel_Tasman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tasmanian_Aborigines
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Nubeena was established as a small convict farming community associated with the Port Arthur penal 

facility. Today, Nubeena is a small town of about 300 people, and its name means crayfish in the 

language of the Pydairrerme people.  The settlement was originally called Wedge Bay, and was on the 

opposite side of the bay to the present town. 

Three landscape regions can be identified. 

1. Southern landscape.  The coastal landscape on the coast south of Wedge Island is largely 

undeveloped terrain, which slopes down to the water with no major headlands or cliffs.  Views to 

the west across Storm Bay are dominated by Wedge Island, with Bruny Island in the distance. 

2. Wedge Bay.  The landscape associated with Wedge Bay has residences along White Beach Road 

through to Apex Point.  It has a stronger association with the colonial history of the region than 

the other two landscapes, and contains more human-related features.  White Beach is a strong 

local visual feature, and with high quality views across the bay.  Some views to the east include 

the existing marine farm at Creeses Mistake lease. Some views to the east include the existing 

marine farm at Creeses Mistake lease. 

3. Northern landscape.  The coastal landscape west of the Tassal shore base at Badger Cove is 

largely undeveloped terrain, but with features such as cliffs and Roaring Beach that are distinct 

and of higher landscape value than the coastal features in the landscape on the coast south of 

Wedge Island.  The views south across Storm Bay from Roaring Beach are often described as 

spectacular. 

Considering the landscape value criteria in Table A-1, the three regions are all clearly better than 

“Poor” value, but none merits the “Exceptional” value classification that is, for example, associated 

with a World Heritage Site.  The remaining classifications are “Ordinary” and “High”, and the criteria 

in Table A-1 lead to the conclusions in Table 4.1. 

Region Landscape value 

Southern Ordinary 

Wedge Bay Ordinary 

Northern High 

Table 4.1  Landscape Value Assessment. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tasmanian_Aborigines
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4.3 Impact on Landscapes 

Landscape (including seascape) impact assessment considers the sensitivity of the landscape to 

changes, and the scale of the proposed changes. Tables A.2 and A.3 in the appendix set out the criteria 

used to evaluate these two factors, and Table A.4 combines the two factors into a landscape impact 

assessment that can be either beneficial or adverse. 

Table 4.2 shows the result of applying these criteria to the three landscape regions. 

 

Region 

Sensitivity 

Table A-2 

Scale of Impact 

Table A-3 

Impact 

Table A-4 

Southern Moderate Moderate to none Minor Adverse 

Wedge Bay Moderate Minor Minor Adverse 

Northern High Negligible Neutral 

Table 4.2  Landscape Impact Assessment. 

In Table 4.2, the sensitivity factor measures the extent to which a landscape can accommodate change 

without significantly affecting its character.  The southern and Wedge Bay landscapes include some 

features of human development and usage, so a change in these landscapes would result in an effect 

somewhere between low and high, hence the moderate classification.  The northern landscape is 

largely free of such features, with the Roaring Beach area identified as a conservation area.  A change 

to this landscape would result in a greater change in its character, so a high sensitivity classification is 

justified. 

The scale of impact factor is independent of whether or not there is actually an observer present.  The 

proposed leases will have a moderate effect on the southern landscape at coastal locations south of 

Wedge Island; no effect at coastal locations due east of Wedge Island where the leases cannot be seen 

because of Wedge Island; and a minor effect at coastal locations in the vicinity of the new subdivision, 

where views of the leases are partly blocked by Wedge Island, and because there are more elements in 

the landscape in these views so the proposed leases might not be noticed by a casual observer. 

The landscape impact factor is judged to be adverse in the southern and Wedge Bay landscapes, but 

not enough to warrant a major adverse classification: a minor adverse classification is appropriate.  

The northern landscape has a neutral impact classification because for observers on Roaring Beach the 

two southern leases are over the horizon and cannot be seen, while the two northern leases are close to 

or at the horizon, depending on the elevation of the observers. The proposed leases will therefore have 

a negligible impact on the landscape. 
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4.4 Photomontages 

A high-resolution camera was used to photograph the views from the locations shown in Figure 4.1, 

using a hand held GPS unit to determine the location GDA 94 coordinates accurately. A digital terrain 

model was used to determine the exact locations of the proposed leases in each photograph.  The 

photographs have a 50° horizontal angle of view, to match the 40-60° central field of a human eye. 

A photomontage of fish pens on the four proposed leases was superimposed at the correct location in 

each photo, as confirmed by the close-up view.  These image are very close to what observers will 

actually see once the four leases have been commissioned. 

Figure 4.1 Location of photographs shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.4. 

 1 = Isolated residence.  2 = Planned subdivision.   3 = White Beach Road. 

 4 = Apex Point.  5 = Roaring Beach. 
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Figure 4.2 High resolution photographs and photomontages. 

Top.  View from isolated residence east of Wedge Island, at elevation of 30 m. 

Bottom.  View from the north end of the planned small subdivision. 
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Figure 4.3 High resolution photographs and photomontages. 

Top.  View from residence on White Beach Road, north of the planned subdivision. 

Bottom.  View from the Apex Point public reserve, at an elevation of 40 m. 
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Figure 4.4 Photograph obtained from the internet, looking south from Roaring Beach 

towards Wedge Island.  A photomontage is not needed because the two southern 

proposed leases are over the horizon for an observer on the beach, and the two 

northern proposed leases are at the horizon or close to it. 

4.5 Impact on Observers 

Visual impacts on observers relate to changes in available views of the landscape, and the effect of 

these changes on people.  The visual impact of the proposed marine leases is assessed by considering 

the sensitivity of an observer, or observer group, and the scale of the visual impact.  Tables A.5 and 

A.6 in the appendix set out the criteria used to quantify these two factors, which take account of the 

fact that there is a philosophical aspect to an observer’s sensitivity to landscape changes, notably 

whether or not the observer supports aquaculture usages in the region.  Table A.7 combines the two 

factors into an observer impact assessment that can be either positive, resulting in an enhanced visual 

experience; or negative, resulting in a degraded viewing experience. 

Major observer groups 

Table 4.3 shows the result of applying these criteria to the main observer groups in the three landscape 

regions. 

 

Region 

Sensitivity 

Table A-5 

Scale of Impact 

Table A-6 

Impact 

Table A-7 

Southern Medium to High Low  Low to Medium  

Wedge Bay Medium Low Low 

Northern Low to Medium  Low Negligible to Low 

Table 4.3  Observer Impact Assessment. 
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In Table 4.3, the sensitivity factor measures the extent to which observers in the landscape regions are 

sensitive to changes in the landscape.  The major observer groups in the southern and Wedge Bay 

landscape regions are the residents, for whom the view across Storm Bay is part of their lives.  They 

are used to aquaculture usages in the area, which have been part of the landscape, so many observers 

will likely pay little attention to the presence of a new visual feature in the form of distant fish pens.  

However some observers may react more strongly to the new visual feature, particularly residents in 

the southern region for whom the view to the east currently consists largely of natural scenery.  To be 

conservative, an overall sensitivity classification of medium to high is considered to be appropriate for 

observers in the southern region, and medium is appropriate for observers in the Wedge Bay region. 

Observers in the northern landscape region are visitors to the area, engaged in outdoor activities such 

as surfing, and the views south across Storm Bay are less important than views along the coast, so 

their sensitivity classification is low to medium. 

The scale of impact factor considers only available views.  Figures 4.2 to 4.3 show that a low impact 

classification is appropriate for all the major observer groups.  The southern landscape region has only 

a few residences, and the distance to the new visual feature means the landscape change will be minor 

for observers in the vicinity of the planned subdivision and White Beach Road.  In fact, for people 

who buy new houses after the proposed leases are established, the landscape will not change at all. 

In the Wedge Bay landscape region, the distance to the proposed leases again means there will be only 

minor changes in observer views.  The photomontage in Figure 4.3 is taken from an elevated location, 

and only a few residences in the White Beach to Apex Point area actually have a view across to the 

proposed leases.  In the northern region, the change in the views across Storm Bay will be very minor, 

because the proposed leases are at or over the horizon, and there will be few people affected. 

The observer impact classifications, obtained from the matrix given in Table A-7, are negligible to 

low for observers in the northern landscape region, and low to medium for observers in the southern 

and Wedge Bay landscape regions. 

Minor observer groups 

Minor observer groups include people visiting Wedge Island, mariners passing the proposed leases, 

and bushwalkers using tracks on the coast south of Wedge Island. 

The sensitivity of the minor observer groups may vary from low to high, but the scale of impact will 

be low.  Even people visiting Wedge Island will find that the two eastern proposed leases are not 

strong visual features at a distance of 2 km.  Therefore the observer impact classifications will vary 

from negligible to medium. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

This report has presented the results of a visual impact assessment of Tassal’s proposed marine 

farming zone with four leases in Storm Bay, 2 km to 4 km west of Wedge Island, and 4 km to 6 km 

west of the Tasman peninsula south of Nubeena.  The study has followed a standard methodology for 

assessing the visual impact of proposed developments for regions with both landscapes and seascapes, 

with tables of assessment criteria attached as an appendix.  The term “landscape” is used to mean both 

landscape and seascape. 

Three landscape regions have been identified.  The southern landscape is due east of the proposed 

leases, with Wedge Island the dominant visual feature in views across Storm Bay.  The Wedge Bay 

landscape has a stronger association with the colonial history of the region than the other two 

landscapes, and contains more human-related features.  White Beach is a strong local visual feature.  

The northern landscape from Badger Cove through to Roaring Beach has coastal features such as 

cliffs that are of high landscape value, with views of Storm Bay that are also high quality. 

The southern and Wedge Bay landscape values have been assessed as ordinary, while the northern 

landscape value has been assessed as high. 

Landscape impact assessment considers the sensitivity of the landscape to changes, and the scale of 

the proposed changes, which leads to a landscape impact classification. The assessment is independent 

of whether or not there are observers.  The southern and Wedge Bay landscape sensitivity factors have 

been assessed as moderate, while the northern landscape sensitivity factors is assessed as high.  The 

scale of impact for the three landscapes has been assessed as negligible to moderate.  The southern 

and Wedge Bay landscape impact classifications have been assessed as minor adverse, while the 

northern landscape impact classification is assessed as neutral, because the proposed northern leases 

are at the horizon for an observer at low elevation, and the southern leases are over the horizon. 

The visual impact of the proposed marine leases on people was assessed by considering the sensitivity 

of observers to changes in available views of the landscape, and the scale of the visual impact.  The 

assessed was aided by high resolution photomontages of views from various coastal locations, with a 

digital terrain model used to ensure correct placement of pens in each image. 

For residents in the southern and Wedge Bay regions, the view across Storm Bay is part of their lives.  

They are used to the aquaculture usages in the area, and many observers will pay little attention to a 

new and distant visual feature.  However, some observers may react more strongly to the new visual 

feature, particularly residents in the southern region for whom the view to the east currently consists 

largely of natural scenery.  To be conservative, a sensitivity classification of medium to high is 

considered to be appropriate for southern region observers, and medium is appropriate for Wedge Bay 

region observers. 
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Observers in the northern landscape region are visitors to the area, and the views along the coast are of 

primary importance, so their sensitivity classification is low to medium. 

The scale of impact considers only available views, and photomontages clearly show that a low 

impact classification is appropriate for all the major observer groups.  The southern landscape region 

has only a few residences, and there will only be minor changes in the available views in the White 

Beach Road.  The distance to the leases leads the Wedge Bay and northern landscape region to have 

low impact classifications. 

These sensitivity and scale of impact assessments lead to overall observer impact classifications of 

low to medium for observers in the southern region, low for observers in the Wedge Bay region, and a 

classification of negligible to low for observers in the northern landscape region. 

Minor observer groups include people visiting Wedge Island, mariners passing the proposed leases, 

and bushwalkers using tracks on the coast south of Wedge Island. Their sensitivity may vary from low 

to high, but the scale of impact will be low, so the observer impact factors for minor observer groups 

will vary from negligible to medium. 
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TABLE A-1.  LANDSCAPE VALUE CRITERIA. 

Quality Evaluation Criteria 

Exceptional 

e.g. World Heritage site.  

 Beautiful, distinctive, unique or outstanding natural landscape character.  

 Strong landscape structure, characteristics, patterns, balanced combination of 
landform and land cover.  

 Good condition, with appropriate management for land use and land cover.  

 Very attractive and rare, with distinct features worthy of conservation.  

 Unique sense of place.  

 No detracting features.  

 No, or very limited, potential for substitution.  

High 

e.g. National Park. 

 Very attractive, semi-natural landscape with distinctive or unusual features.  

 Strong landscape structure, characteristic patterns and balanced combination 
of landform and land cover.  

 Appropriate management for land use and land cover, but scope to improve.  

 Distinct features worthy of conservation.  

 Strong sense of place.  

 Occasional detracting features. 

 Very attractive or attractive scenic quality, and in part rare.  

 Limited potential for substitution.  

Ordinary 

e.g. Value expressed 
through use of cultural 
or literature 
associations. 

 Typical / attractive but common landscape with limited variety / 
distinctiveness.  

 Distinguishable landscape structure, characteristic patterns of landform and 
land cover often masked by land use.  

 Scope to improve management of land use and land cover.  

 Some features worthy of conservation.  

 Some sense of place.  

 Some detracting features.  

 Potential for substitution.  

Poor 

e.g. Landscape that 
would benefit from 
enhancement or 
restoration. 

 Monotonous, uniform landscape which has lost most of its natural features.  

 Weak or degraded landscape structure, characteristic patterns of landform 
and land cover are often masked by land use.  

 Mixed land use evident.  

 Lack of management and intervention has resulted in degradation.  

 Frequent dominant detracting features.  

 Disturbed or derelict land requires treatment.  

 Monotonous, degraded or damaged.  

 Can be substituted.  
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TABLE A-2.  LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY CRITERIA. 

Low   A landscape capable of accommodating considerable change without significant 
effects on landscape character, features or elements.  

Moderate   A landscape capable of accepting change with some effects on landscape 
character, features or elements.  

High   A landscape particularly sensitive to change, which would result in significant 
effects on landscape character, features or elements.  

Note.  Change is that associated with the proposed marine farming zone. 

 

 

 

TABLE A-3.  SCALE OF LANDSCAPE IMPACT CRITERIA. 

Major   The proposed changes will form a dominant or immediately apparent feature 
within views that would significantly affect and change the overall landscape 
character or view.  

Moderate   The proposed changes may form a visual and recognisable new element that 
would affect and change the overall landscape character or view.  

Minor   The proposed changes constitute only a minor component of wider views, which 
might be missed by the casual observer or receptor. Awareness of the changes 
would not have a marked effect on the overall landscape character or view.  

Negligible   Only a very small part of the proposed changes would be discernible and / or 
they are at such a distance that they would be scarcely appreciated. 
Consequently they would have little effect on the landscape character or view.  

None  No part of the proposed changes would affect the existing landscape character, 
or be discernible in views.  

Note. Consideration of landscape views is independent of whether or not observers are 
actually present.  Again, change is that associated with the proposed marine zone. 
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TABLE A-4.  LANDSCAPE IMPACT CRITERIA. 

Major 
adverse  

 Where the proposed changes cannot be fully mitigated.  The changes would be 
completely out of scale, uncharacteristic, and would substantially damage the 
integrity of a valued and high quality landscape, or landscape features. 

Minor 
adverse  

 Where the proposed changes can only be partially mitigated.  The changes 
would be uncharacteristic, out of scale, and would cause some damage to a 
valued aspect of the landscape, landscape features or elements.  

Neutral   Where the proposed changes would result in a negligible variance in the 
character of the area, and negligible effect on the landscape. 

 Where on balance the proposed changes would be in keeping with, or 
complement, the character of the area, or would maintain the landscape quality. 

Minor 
beneficial  

 Where the proposed changes would maintain/enhance the character and quality 
of the existing landscape, restoring landscape features and characteristics 
partially lost or damaged.  The changes would enable a sense of place, scale 
and quality to be restored, or enhance a landscape of recognised value. 

Major 
beneficial  

 Where the proposed changes would fit in well with the existing character of the 
surrounding landscape, and would greatly improve the quality of the resource 
through the removal of detracting features.  

 

 

 

TABLE A-5.  OBSERVER SENSITIVITY CRITERIA. 

Low   People at their place of work, whose attention may be focussed on their work or 
activity, and who may be less susceptible to appreciating changes in the view. 

 People who believe that commercial activity west of Wedge Island is acceptable, 
and are supportive of the aquaculture industry. 

Medium  People engaged in outdoor recreation activities involving Storm Bay, but not 
focused on the area west of Wedge Island, perhaps surfing or fishing, or walking 
a coast track, or on a vessel travelling through the area. 

 People who are ambivalent or uncaring about commercial activity west of 
Wedge Island, and about the aquaculture industry. 

High  People in residential properties for whom the view is part of their lives.  Also, 
people engaged in outdoor recreation activities involving Wedge Island and its 
surrounds, whose activity involves prolonged proximity to the proposed changes  

 People who believe that Storm Bay west of Wedge Island should be off limits to 
commercial activity, especially people who are not supportive of the aquaculture 
industry. 
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TABLE A-6.  SCALE OF OBSERVER IMPACT CRITERIA. 

Low   Few people affected. 

 Minor changes in the view. 

 Changes only observable infrequently. 

Medium  Many people affected. 

 Moderate changes in the view. 

 Changes observable fairly often. 

High   Majority of people affected. 

 Major changes in the view. 

 Changes almost always observable. 

 

 

 

TABLE A-7.  OBSERVER IMPACT CRITERIA. 
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 High Medium High Extreme 

Medium Low Medium High 

Low Negligible Low Medium 

  Low Medium High 

  -----------------  SCALE OF IMPACT  ------------------ 

 

Note:  This table can be applied to positive or negative impacts. 

 

 


